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The best PC games have become so immersive and detailed that your loved ones may not see you for a week or three while diving. They are so vast that they not only stretch your imagination, but possibly your gaming computer as well, challenging you to their gameplay, world-building and stunning
visuals. Thanks to the visual magic provided by Nvidia's GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, Super RTX, and AMD's Navi line, the best PC games can be experienced at a level of detail and resolution that was unheard of just a few years ago. While it used to be just a few genres that were this groundbreaking, you
can find amazing titles in any genre that meets your desire to play. You can take frenemies in collaborative PC games, meet in the best MMO or MOBA games in a whole new world, or discover a brand new adventure in extensive open world games, just a few. The best PC games you can play right now,
we've collected our best picks, including the best Steam games, to find your next adventure, no matter what form it takes, to dive. Best new PC game: Ghostrunner(Image credit: 505 Games)Ultra violence and constant movement meet in this post-apocalyptic dystopian game. This FPP isn't for the faint-
hearted – it's tense, inspiring, and you're likely to die over and over again trying to overcome it. If you've ever wanted a game that came equally on Doom Eternal and Mirror's Edge, you found it in Ghostrunner.The game is set in Dharma Tower, a kind of last refuge of humanity, where you rise to the tower
through platformer and catapult-induced carnage to avenge the merciless ruler. You do it by slicing your enemies, dodging bullets and using a number of unique abilities to continue your journey to the top. This is the kind of game that leaves you out of breath just playing it. If that sounds like your game, I'll
give you a treat. The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt might just be one of the best video games of all time. (Photo: CD Projekt Red) The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt ages like fine wine. Even several years after it hit the streets, it remains one of the most impressive open-world games ever to exist – mixing Skyrim's
unapologetic scale with the incredible depth of the Grand Theft Auto V. It's such a crowded game, which is why it requires a top spot on our list of the best PC games of 2020. Amazing, beautiful and absolute time sinks – in a good way – The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt isn't just the best PC game of 2020 or
among the best open world games on PC. It can only be one of the best video games of all time. Today's best CD Projekt The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt DealsReview our list of the best single player PC games2. Dark Souls 3Dark Souls 3 enhances everything you like about Souls, mixing it up with Bloodborne
Elements. (Image credit: Software) While it's probably not as difficult as previous titles in the series, From Software's Dark Souls 3 takes everything you like Souls series and improve it by mixing it with elements found in Bloodborne, the developer's more recent name for PS4. We don't sugarcoase it: you
die in Dark Souls 3, maybe more than once. It takes patience to control its complex fighting system, but it also plays fair and square, making it more approachable to random players so they too can participate in its dark, fantastic world. And the upside is that it is much more optimized for PC than the first
two games. Now that you can pick up Dark Souls: Remastered and see where the apocalyptic series began, there's never been a better time to connect the first flame.3. Control is nothing quite like Control on the market. (Photo: Remedy Entertainment/505 Games) It's not hard to see why Control has
taken the gaming world by storm. Remedy Entertainment's creative team made sure this title was much to love, paying special attention to complex details. A deeply cinematic game, this action adventure offers its players amazing visuals, inspired environmental design and brilliant performances – not to
mention a deeply satisfying combat experience. Control puts you inside the capable shoes of fire-haired Jesse Faden. Your job is to find the oldest house, a building in New York City that is under constant architectural change and shows only those who want to find it and find your missing brother, while
running the FEDERAL Oversight Agency as its director and overseeing the isolation of supernatural entities. There's nothing quite like control on the market, and that makes it one of the best PC games currently played.4. Microsoft Flight Simulator (Image credit: Xbox Game Studios)In addition to
impeccable graphics and excellent peripheral support, it doesn't take long to realize that Microsoft Flight Simulator is a labor of love. Here, great attention is paid to detail and realism and immersion that you will not find anywhere else. So much so that if you're not a fan of flight simulations, you need to
start getting in the ring. Although it also means that this game is not for everyone. Still, if you're a flight simulation fanatic or love airplanes and flying, you'll enjoy the opportunity to fly iconic vehicles in some of the most beautiful but dangerous places and conditions in the world. Read the full review:
Microsoft Flight SimulatorToday's best Microsoft Flight Simulator (2020) deals5. Monster Hunter WorldMonster Hunter: The world is the PC game of your dreams. (Photo: Capcom) Monster Hunter is one of the biggest gaming permits you've probably never heard of. With Monster Hunter: World, the series
broke into the mainstream and came to PC (much to the relief of many players), and now it's one of the best PC games you can play so far. Monster Hunter: The world puts you in the shoes of a monster hunter, and you hunt ever larger and meaner monsters, parts of them and you create a bigger, worse
armor. Armor. a deceptively simple game loop that is ultimately one of the most convincing and rewarding PC games you can play right now. This game constantly has content, and Capcom, the developers of this monster hunting soot, are committed to bringing plenty of free additional material to the
game – as well as a frosty expansion of Monster Hunter World: Iceborne. If you're looking for an addictive, immersive and, most importantly, fun game to play alone or with all your closest friends in partnership, Monster Hunter: World is the PC game of your dreams. There is no doubt that it is one of the
best PC games you can buy today. These are the best collaborative PC games of 20206. Death Stranding (Image credit: 505 Games)If the name Norman Reedus got your attention when someone mentioned Death Stranding, then you get a treat. However, this game gets a lot more attention than just the
big names associated with it, which otherwise include Mads Mikkelsen and Léa Seydoux. As a porter, Sam Bridges, you bravely pass through the apocalyptic United States to deliver valuable cargo, navigating lands invaded by terrorists, bandits and these invisible creatures known as the Beached. This
award-winning action game is also a treat for all senses thanks to its great story, which may resemble the current pandemic, good gaming, fun tasks and impressive sound and visual appearance. 7. Red Dead Redemption 2Red Dead Redemption 2 is a fascinating western. (Photo: Rockstar Games)
Rockstar Games' latest release was an instant hit at the launch. Red Dead Redemption 2 is an intriguing Western that follows Arthur Morgan and his gang as they try to survive the fictional Wild West as an outlaw on the run. However, the game is much more than just that. Rdr2 is one of those games that
you can easily sink into for over 50 hours and still do something, whether it's getting lost in the story, following every side task to the end of it or just tying it to a horse. Gameplay is in astronomy, and the graphics are stunning. You can even run the game in 8K if you have the hardware. Look at this
absolutely if you're not already.8. Doom: EternalDoom: Eternal is one hell of a ride. (Photo: Bethesda Softworks) Doom: Eternal takes everything from 2016 remastered Doom and turns it to 11. The game is intense, visually and sonically superior, and that's exactly what you'd expect from a doom-inspired
fever dream. Gameplay is a seamless first-person shooter in which you wander into hell to fight a selection of never-ending demons and take back an unconquested country. Refilled with your health sometimes literally requires tearing monsters apart, and some must be creative with your choice of
weapon, depending on which demon you encounter. However, this game is about creating destruction and rushing into battle as hard and arrogantly as possible. Sentencing isn't just Judgment: Eternal ride (pun intended). It's just. Only. a great looking game that takes advantage of the latest equipment.
And it's a 2v1 multiplayer mode where one player takes control of the Slayer and faces two more player-controlled demons.9. Half-Life: AlyxValve has blessed us with what may be the most compelling reason to get a VR headset with Half-Life: Alyx headphones. (Photo: Valve) No game has been as big
as expected or as long as Half Life 3. So, since players have to wait a little longer for it, Valve has blessed us, which may be the most compelling reason to get a VR headset half-life: Alyx.Half-Life: Alyx is set 5 years before Half-Life 2. What begins as a rescue mission for the protagonist's father develops
into an attempt to steal a super gun from alien overlords. According to interactive puzzles, well thought-out battles and a fantastic story, this pre-part is a welcome dive back into the Half-Life world, which has been universally praised for its quality. If you are looking for an excuse to get into VR gaming, this
could be for you. Half-Life: Alyx's attention to detail shows what VR can do when taken seriously.10. Horizon Zero Dawn (Image credit: Guerrilla)When Horizon Zero Dawn hit the Playstation 4 in 2017, it was immediately considered one of the best games of the year. And Guerilla Games has recently been
released on PC, and it has brought this amazing game to a whole new audience. Although the game has technically been gone for a few years, it's still absolutely stunning and can now take advantage of higher-end PC hardware for a higher resolution and frame burden. The game follows Alloy in a post-
apocalyptic world where he has to fight robot dinosaurs and human cults while unearthing a story as fascinating and complex as it is beautiful. While an open-world game in which a female lead uses bows and arrows might be a little too reminiscent of a Tomb Raider, Horizon Zero Dawn quickly puts
comparisons behind them for a unique and immersive experience.11. Forza Horizon 4Forza Horizon 4 brings racing to the UK. (Photo credit: Microsoft) Microsoft's racing franchises only get better with each release, and this spin-off has in many ways surpassed Forza Motorsport's main line as the best
racing games on PC right now. They're definitely more fun, adding a touch of arcade fun to the strikingly created cars and racetracks we've been waiting for from Forza.Forza Horizon 4 is easily one of the best PC games you can buy today, and this entry brings competition to the UK after exploring
America, France, Italy and Australia in the franchise's previous three installments. Now you can tear up charming villages, seaside towns and the city of Edinburgh for many kilometres of country roads and dirt tracks between them. It's fast, it's intense, it's funny. You can buy Forza Horizon 4 through the



Microsoft Store. It is also available as part of the Xbox Game Pass for PC, or you can: Xbox One version and get a download code for PC on PC Xbox Anywhere Feature.12. Thimbleweed ParkThimbleweed Park combines the best techniques of old-school PC game design with modern technology.
(Photo: Terrible toy box) Fans of classic point and click games like Monkey Island and Day of the Tentache, the best PC games of all time, should add Thimbleweed Park to their must-play list. Made by Ron Gilbert and Gary Winnick, the two people behind the PC classic Monkey Island and maniac
mansion, Thimbleweed Park plays like a love letter to classic point-and-click adventure games. From stunning retro art, entertaining dialogue and confusing riffs, Thimbleweed Park deserves its place on our list of best PC games by combining the best techniques of old-school PC game design with
modern technology. Best Thimbleweed Park Deals of the DayThimbleweed Park - Nintendo... 13. Sekiro: Shadows Die TwiceSekiro: Shadows Die Twice is an awful difficult game to master. (Image credit: Software) The software has a household name in the design of the best PC games. The minds
behind the critically praised Dark Souls series have carried PC players to some of the most abandoned landscapes and through some of the most challenging but rewarding games. From Software is back on board, Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice.Sekiro puts you in the shoes of a young wolf, a shinobi tasked
with saving his young master. The game takes you through 16th-century Japan, but things are going to be eerie and supernatural: this is from the software we're talking about. But don't expect an easy time. Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice is an awfully difficult game to master, and you need quick reflexes to
counter enemy attacks as well as control secretives. You can't hide behind the shield all day like you could in Dark Souls III. Read: Is MMORPG on the Verge of Extinction?14. MinecraftMinecraft lets you build your own worlds with natural resources. (Photo credit: Microsoft) The phrase build it, and they
come in a more verified way than ever with Minecraft, a survival-based sandbox RPG that has now been purchased more than 100 million times since its launch in 2009. In it, you can build your own worlds with resources in nature or find existing ones created online by other players. In Minecraft, you can
either limit yourself to the numerous tools and blocks offered by the developer, Mojang, or you can install mods to make real use of your investment. In addition, sometime in 2020, you can participate in the Super Duper Graphics Pack, an optional additional material package that offers more realistic
lighting effects and textures for an already amazing game.15. Sid Meier's civilization VIWhat Sid Meier's Civilization VI offers its massive scope. (Photo: 2K Games) Sid Meier's Civilization VI is the latest installment in the iconic turn-based strategy game and is undoubtedly one of the best PC games play
so far. One of the things that PC the best platform for gaming is the width of the different game genres available. And what Civilization VI offers is its massive scale, despite the fact that it may seem slow next to the likes of Fortnity. Spread your kingdom on a map and crush your enemies. You build your
empire from simple settlement to world power, and you can decide to do so through military power, technological doeries or cultural influence. Since launching in 2016, it has had two expansion packs that really confirm this game as an epic entry in our list of our best PC games. Civilization VI: Rise and
Fall was released in February 2018, and Civilization VI: Gathering Storm followed in February 2019.16. Fortnite Battle RoyaleFortnite Battle Royale is actually the game mode for fortnite. (Photo: Epic Games) Fortnite Battle Royale remains one of the world's biggest games a few years after its release and
is a natural pre-favorite on this list. After all, it's a global phenomenon and one of the best PC games played at the moment if you like very competitive online games. This is a game that people keep coming back to, and it's mostly because of its addictive gaming and regular updates of Epic. Fortnite Battle
Royale is actually the game mode of fortnite, but this space has become so popular that many people consider it a separate game. As with other Battle Royale games, Fortnite Battle Royale aims to fight its way through a constantly shrinking map until you're the last player standing. While it may sound
simple enough, there's a lot of depth in this game when you start playing. Gabe Carey and Bill Thomas have also contributed to this article
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